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INTRODUCTION
amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
V.M. Hjor Ku Xoans has contributed to the dictionary with 54 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you.
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absurd
Absurd: adj.; tangled; which it&#'s meaningless; without clear definition or reasonably explanation. Contrary to reason.
Adverse to exact meaning or that it is not clear; Folly or eccentricity by means inflate terms. Paraphasia; ridiculous and
nonsense words; without orthoepy and knowless of lexicon.

antixoan
Antixoan: antithesys of a philosophical side based on the Xoan. Thunderous sensation that prevails during pause,
hindering to inner ear to listen a soft and gentle hiss. Adverse to mystical silence. Dialectic argument purporting to
show a through reasoning and conclusion of false data on related issues. Opponent to the Thesys of Messiah Xoan.

atman
Atman: Sanskrit term that is interpreted as Golden, VITAL light, lighting, GLOW. Ideal activity of a luminous device,
whose splendour is evident through the fog or frosted glass. Optical effect of bodies murky tranlúcidos when they stand
between the eye and the highlights.

awareness:
Awareness: somatic ability of convalescent.Acceptable conditions in the diagnostic, about symptom and senses
reflexes. To be sober of itself. Process of thoughts with reasonable ideas.Sobriety into the vigilant mood. Be in use of
senses and thoughts during the quotidian works. Antonyms: fainting; madness.

beast
Beast: natural or mechanic organism, very austere in the exercise of one prominent authority, or when it execute hard
tasks or works. Irratinal creature with hostile impulses. By autonomasia: cruel man in the tyranny exercise, with dark
mind and any antithetic purpose. Biblical trope in which refer to a machine with a great power, like a caterpillar tractor
that it transforms later in a tank of war, according to book Daniel 7:7-8.

braille
Braille: Louis Braille; ( 1809 - 1852 ) French educator, blind from three years of age, student and teacher of the
institution for the blind in Paris. In 1829, he was serving his 20 years and celebrated with his best friends his invention,
the alphabet BRAILLE, which consists of a system of raised dots, in a code that allows the reading of any text, using the
tips of the fingers touch.

brutality
Brutality: bestiality, inability of brain, to think in reasonable ideas useful oneself, and another in the solving problems.
Sleep of conscious. Mental delay. Nonsense, defect of sum of them, evident into beast psychology. - Antonym:
intelligent.

calypse
Calypse: name of the last Decade; the tenth of the ten nymphs in the greek mythology, who she had captured the sailors
for then enslave them and forcing them to decipher enigmas, as the only opportunity that they could be released alive,
and certainly, it had been the destruction of those sailors who they dared to defy abysmal fall beyond the sea horizon.

candlestic
Candlestic: device in dish form with a handle, and intended to stand one candle in safely. Candlestick: liturgic instrument
hebrew, where be put the seven candles as symbol seven congregations of Asia Minor and their priests &#( so called

&#"angels&#" into Revelation&#), subject to the Jewish Church of Jerusalem.

cemite
Cemite: biscuit similar to the hebrew matzah of the jewish. Unleavened bread common in central America, made with
bran, black honey of sugar cane, and with a brown coloration which gives the name of &#'mogolla&#', &#'virgin bread&#'
or &#'azema&#'.

chat
Chat: dialogue online, virtual conversation in writing and through a computer network. Internet cafe. -ear: virtually a
coffee via the Internet. Conversation objective simultaneously between two or more people who navigate cyber space at
different distances.

conscienciousness
Consciousness: sobrietythat one supposes a Gnostic conserves so much during oneiric experiences, as in his quotidiant
living. Gnosis. - The woken consciousness, lets to dreamer while he dreams, that one do with full liberty. Be in use of
senses while one is dreaming or into quotidian. Antonyms: autism, madness, oneiric death.

conscienciousness
Consciousness: sobriety that one supposes a Gnostic conserves, so much during oneiric experiences, as in his
quotidian living. Gnosis. - The woken consciousness, lets to dreamer while he dreams, that he do with full liberty. Be in
use of senses while one is dreaming or into quotidian. Antonyms: autism, madness, oneiric death.

devil
Devil: fabulous personage very malignant, represented in the selfish and ungrateful person, obedient to a dark thought
or any antithetical doctrine. Satan; the God&#'s wrath; military detachment on hostil contingency state. Rethoric figure
very natural, which it be represented with an armed revelion on unhappy communities. Uncontrollable fury of the
elements of nature.

dragon
Dragon: fabulous animal with appearance of lizard that expel fire with its breath. One specie of chameleon with horn that
it emits hostile signals, by means a red pigment on its rawhide to threaten or to hide of any imminent potential enmity.

eolipile
Eolipile: useful appliance to measure the moving power of the water steam, handiwork for Heron of Alexandria at about
the first century before Christian era, and which it could have been model to engineer the steamer machines.

eolipile
Semite: Sanskrit&#'s word which it refers to some parishioner as descendant of Sem, Noah&#'s son, taking into account
that relationship that is supposed they have, refers to the comprehension of philosophical thesis, when the adept of any
esoteric Order, wins the degrees of his ascension, recovering his memory into his dreams, so gets to be sober during
his oneiric experiences.

facebook
Facebook: Book into systematized informatic with unlimited number of pages, where are registered sites and intelligent
persons, as member of a web of friends, to enter from time to time in a opportune contact and objective.- Facebook, has
been created by Marck Zuckberg, a young descendant from a Jewish family, and student of Harvard University, in the

United States of America; who his twenty-three years old, becomes a billionaire, presiding even today its own enterprise,
from modern Headquarters of its offices in Palo alto, in the Silicon Valley of California.

fares
Fares: twin brother of Zara, sons of Judah in his daughter-in-law Tamar in Genesis 38, who seek to present as a direct
ancestor of Jesus Christ. Fares, was an ancestor of Joseph, putative father of Jesus according to Scripture, therefore, it
was not an ancestor direct of Mary, but rather by a philosophical meaning of it - Maria is a paradigm in the philosophical
conception of a Semitic thesis.

form
Form: suitability acquired from some paradigm. Figure of the body. To ------: infinitive form of the verb.-------al: paradigm;
who forms to other; friendly and eloquent person, very generous man worthy to imitate.-------er: of old; that it was from
before or who has lived for a very long time ago.

fornication
Fornication: excesses in the folk behavior. Hystherical fanaticism for the risk spectacles. Uncontrolled exaggeration of
the pleasures and vices, or generally sexual fantasies.

gentiles
Gentiles: settlement of people with some degree of Greek, that looked like profane, external or natural education (
mundane ) nothing knew concerning the Cemita 40 philosophy;Gnosticism ) whose Ortología absolute was reserved for
Christians converts to the Christianity.

god
God: the greatest of the gods. The Almighty. God, so called &#'Abba&#' among the early christians, and its meaning
was complet when they relationated him with &#'Ra&#', egyptian god, as a radiant star in the zenith, during the sober
experiences into a dreams, like it was announced by the Jews prophets and Semitics, according to Genesis 28:1017. A
god &#(with inicial lower case letter&#), refers to the entity supposedly worthy of all reverence or worship, but that it
lacks real prominence during the sober dreams.

guevas
Guevas: roe. fish egg. Testicles of vertebrates, always two, both contained into a scrotum. To think in the ---- of the
rooster: be say self so, when one is distrated, when mwntally one is gone, or for be thinking about other things unrelated
to real-time present.

hjor
Hjor: Sanskrit term should be interpreted as desert, loneliness, intimate unit, psyche, inner; makes explicit reference to
the impersonal of the inner being, when be he&#'s dreaming. Hypothetical country of oneiric scenaries.

holy grail
Holy Grail: the Holy Family, descendants from Shem Noah&#'s son, Adam&#'s son, God&#'s son. Mysterious term
which alludes esoterically, to a conscious fraternity whose members act in peace and in total sobriety, while its body
coming into Resting. - &#(Bible: Genesis 28,10-19; 1Kings 3,5-15; Hebrews 3,7-19; Revelation 21, 1-4.

image
Image: aspect of the things or its reflex in a mirror, which they can to impress the any observer&#'s mind or whom it

looks itself in it. Statue or portrait that for its aspect it represents a person or an other thing. Glaring figure reflected into
a mirror or that it&#'s watched by means a viewfinder, film, or in the television signal. --Oneiric images: dreams, mental
visions during the night.

karma
Karma: term of Sanskrit origin which referred to in Eastern religions to the good or bad of a causal event consequence.
Effect, reflection, consequence, result, coherent sum many causes.

ku
Ku: name with which according Egytian mythology, was alluded the country of the oneiric scenaries. According the
Gnostic esoteric Liturgy &#'hjor Ku&#' is interpreted as desert of Ku. -Hjor Ku : Admirable Name that for its definitions
and Doxology characteristics is related to the prophet of Rá -The Sun-, a version of Jonah, into The Hebrew Scriptures
and The Arameic.

latino
Latin: a native of Lazio. Lobato; said is the infant puppy of the Wolf, the Fox and in general all dogs, which reproduce
onomatopoeic beats while they feed, trying to quarrelling with his brother a same tit. Hostile antagonistic element who is
derogatorily " dog thief " as a " son of bitch ". Figuratively, a comparison to, or Romulus and Remus, antagonistic twins
adopted and raised by a she-Wolf, is made and which became the mythical founders of ancient Rome. Descendant of
any ethnicity Latin during the colonization of the Americas by Europeans.

law
Law: the Text of the norms and constitutional precepts of a country. Sanskrit term that arise from &#"Lew&#", to mean a
model &#"Bill of Rights. The Secret own Book of the Masonry.

lawful
Lawful: legal; that it&#'s contemplated into Constitutional Law.

liberty
Liberty: autonomy of the sober persons to act in agreement with their duty and behalf the legal norms, if the reason of
their acts is absolute and their skills are evident. Absense of conditions they hinder the normal advance of any agent
&#"G&#" &#(of graveness, that it evolves or augment&#)

licentiousness
Licentiousness: unreasonable attitude to live with gayety and with impudence, and with a morbid autonomy or
impudence that breaks with the better coexistence norms. The licentiousness consists exactly , in to let to one do all
how one desires, as well as do the things although be bad, or do tasks unwillingly or works.

livestocks
Livestocks: it&#'science that it studies the technical exploitation of animals in each specie particularly. In English, The
Agricultural Sciences include also, the farming technics and raising of animals.&#(in Spanish: Ciencias Pecuarias&#).

manas
Manas: Sanskrit term meaning "The mind " alución to the Faculty of thinking, processing reasonable ideas. It binds to
'Atman - Buddhi ' when reference is made to a Trimurti, or impersonal trinidad at the junction of the body, spirit and life;
What lacks one of these principles, has no personal activity, as the three principles have seat in the brain.

millerite
millerite: religious move of kind Millerist &#(William Miller -1840&#), dissident from the Adventism, whose cult eliminates
the liturgical rite, anouncing an imminent apocalypse while every faithful sing praise songs, and another says its
testimonies depositing the tithe.

order
Order: distribution of the turns and tasks into a logistic body, according to a protocol. Book with content of the precepts,
secrets, misteries and priesthood&#'s exercise and/or Freemasonry. Sacrament of----: priestly votes. The elite or class
with degrees and ranks who are promoted from novitiate to the high priest or Grand Master &#(Venerable Master&#).

organ
Organ: harmonious disposal of tubes or conduits where have to run essential fluids in several states and different
proportions, which combinations of offer one determinate result. An Organ, can be natural, when its rudimental parts ar
of alive cells. One Organ is artificial when it&#'s made up of parts which are installed with hands, in agreement with a
technology level and development. The Organs &#(musical instruments&#) are the dodecaphonic completest system,
hand made for to read musical score playing with both hands over one soft extension of several mobile and successive
elements called keys.

orthoepy
Orthoepy: general knowledge about spoken and written words into a language, that allows to who speak, help other
persons to understand with better sense the certain topic. Convincing clarity to speak or to write about a topic. Clear
assersion about a matter. Appropriate teaching. Mastery in the interpretation of the different forms how to write or speak
in a language, a dialect or jargon.-&#( In contradiction: paraphasia, confusing or misleading into a absurd assersion.&#).

pharit
Pharit: term from Arabic origin, it meaning &#"The Only&#", and that alluded the priests of Judaism with Arabic
language. From this word has derived the title &#"Pharisse&#", as God&#'s priest, although later, Pharisee meant
hypocrite person.

prophet
Prophet: said of that illuminated person by The Oneiric Abba Sun; that acquires so the power to interpret the Sanskrit
&#(Sacred Scriptures&#), so he goes preaching the truth about God, according his own experiences similar to the
version of the Genesis 28: 10-17. Antithesis: the false prophet; he doesn&#'t have lucid dreams and sobriety in his
oneiric experiences is patently false.

quetzal
Quetzal: name of a bird with wonderful plumage. Mythical bird of Mexico, that like a eagle who devoured a snake, it
transformed in &#'Quetzalcoalt&#'; and according to prophe of Mayan, it was called &#'Pumed Snake&#'. Title of the
dignity freemasonic that according Gnostics, refers to a Grand priest and Master, that was King to all Mexico.

quixote
Quixote: lunatic. Typical personage that presumes a protagonic role. Embodiment of a role assigned to less indicated
actor. Madman who takes a supposed role in the apodosis of his outpatient mental state. Wandering, walking man and
is prey to his own mythomania, acting according his own insanity. Who presumes nobility. Figure rethoric of a
indomitable centaur. Houghty horsman with military airs. Don Quixote: fabulous character of the work of Miguel de
Servantes Saavedra entitled &#"The ingenious Hidalgo Don Quixote of The Mancha&#", written between 1605 and
1615, whose heros are synthetized in a universal problem that goes beyond any interpretation.

red skins
Red Skins: native man from Center and North America. Despective term used by the English, to allude to native in the
fifth continent. It is used in Spanish, preceded by article, to allude to natives from Caribean, because be they smeared
with animal fat mixed with red plant pigment. The esoterical Anthropology, considers to red skin, as a feature of the fifth
subrace from fifth Race of the human species, having in count that exist persons of crimson skin.

rule
Rule: elemental imposition and immediate of some obligations, without to give much time and in a verbal way and
despotic. To ----: gobernar. ----r: utensil to draw lines.

sanskrit
Sanskrit: literal description of the items of Sacred History. The Scriptures. Set of books, chapter and verses from The
Bible. Literaly stile of the Gytas and Vedic songs, whose original hand writing, are attributed to Grand Master Vyasa, as
a Semitic Thesis. The Sanskrit, is the prophetical language of Phylosophical accents, applied to the translation even
coded of Sacred Texts. Read----: speak about mysteries with Orthoepy, explaining clearly each word of Doxology and
the meaning of all prophe. ------knowledge: The gift of tongues; ideal knowledge of Sacred Terms and meaninig.

semite
Semite: Sanskrit&#'s word which it refer to some parishioner as descendant of Sem, Noah&#'s son, taking into account
that relationship that it supposed they have, refers to the comprehension of philosophical Thesis, when the adept of any
Esoteric Order wins the degrees of his ascension, recovering his memory into his dreams, so gets to be sober during his
oneiric experiences.

semitism
Semitism: exact conception about the meaning of &#"The Turth&#", as a spiritual reality inherent to a lucid living during
vision of dream. Sobriety of spirit while the body sleeps. Virtue, evident by innocence and the simplicity, own in the
babies of all criatures. Meekness of a being, generally he who be suppose he has known &#"The Turth&#" for be a
&#"free Being&#". Messiah´s Thesis, that it proclaim the adoption of men as descendants from Shem, the Noah&#'s
son, when they have full sobriety while itself dreaming, even the body be in rest. Antithesis: el antisemitistmo.

taliban
Taliban: term of Arabic origin, which does allusion to fanatic pupils of the Islamic thought, which born into Talib&#'s
mind, Muhammed&#'s uncle, to who everyone called &#"talib&#" &#(it meaning student&#), because always was
studying several Scriptures, into preparing a mixing, very confused that compiled perhaps precepts of Judaism and
Christianity, as well as many lies, and it which later received the name of Koran. The talibans are then, fanatic crazies
between Islamist muslims, whose principles based on Koran are suggesting the destroying everyone, if it is that they
don&#'t believe that the only God it&#'s Allah, and that Muhammed is his prophet. Veterans of the anti-communism had
founded a Taliban Move, with an extremist Islamist doctrine, which governed to their country from 1996, till it was
overthrown in 2001, but they regrouped from 2004 as an insurgent move in Abganistan.

unicef
UNICEF: United Nations International Children ' s Emergency Fund - international emergency of the United Nations
Fund for children. UNICEF, founded in 1946, to assist the children of Europe after the second world war, and that seven
years later, became a permanent body of the UN for the defence of the rights of children, around the world.

viticulture
Viticulture: the art to cultivate vines in a technical way and rational, so that the region can become emporium of that
industry.

vm hjor ku xoans
V.M. Hjor Ku Xoans: Venerable Master Hjor Ku Xoans. Venerable Master of Gnostic Initiation. Hjor Ku Xoans, is the
Admirable Name with that Mr. Guillermo Machado Calzada be reveals before world. Masonic profile: from childhood, he
has lived experiences in which be persuaded by himself about his eminent oneiric pre-existence, and after he known
Gnosis as a elementary school of esoteric studies was to them later, as a Masonic member of M.G.I. founded by
Venerable Master Samael Aun Weor, Avatar of the Aquarius Era.After several years of straggle and failures, he was
apostate fron that Masonic Order, but is called back again by Abba, The Father at the beginning of s.XXI. He wins and
reaches his Master´s degree, not for a human conception, merely, but because of his own mystical experiences.

xoanism
Xoanism : philosophical doctrine in which it suggests, that the art of music must be preached as a gospel. Lucid state
and disposition of the mind during oneiric visions, which is achieved by means theoretical knowledge and, constant
practice of music art, con emphasizes on one or several instruments. Gospel from John the Baptist.

